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THE HOMOLOGY AND HIGHER REPRESENTATIONS

OF THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF A RIEMANN SURFACE

S. A. BROUGHTON

Abstract. The representations of the automorphism group of a compact Riemann

surface on the first homology group and the spaces of (/-differentials are decom-

posed into irreducibles. As an application it is shown that A/24 is not a Hurwitz

group.

1. Introduction. Let G be a finite group of orientation-preserving homeomor-

phisms of a Riemann surface S of genus a > 2. We then have a representation of G

on the first homology group //,(S) = HX(S,C). If 5 has a conformal structure

which is preserved under the G-action, then there are also representations of G on

the various spaces of ^-differentials Jff">(S) (JFq(S) = holomorphic sections of

T*(S)® • • • ® T*(S) (g times), T*(S) = cotangent bundle). In this note we give

formulae (Propositions 1-2) for the decompositions of these representations into

irreducibles.

The decompositions for H^S) = J^\S) © Jf \S)* and Jf 2(S) may be applied

to the study of surfaces of genus a. From the decomposition of the homology

representation it follows that the characters of G must satisfy certain inequalities

(see (13) below). This is useful in showing that certain groups cannot occur as

automorphism groups of a surface of a given genus a. In [S] L. L. Scott has given a

formula equivalent to (13), though derived by a purely group-theoretic argument.

The decompositions of Jf 2(S) may be used to locally describe the action of the

Teichmuller modular group Mod„ on Teichmuller space, ^ (see [R]). This was

used by J. Lewittes [L] to compute the dimensions of the branch loci of the action of

Mod „ on ¥„.

The decompositions are derived in §2 from the Eichler Trace Formula and the

Lefshetz Fixed Point Formula, using a simple character theory argument. In §3 we

give an application showing that the Mathieu group M24 is not a Hurwitz group.

2. The decomposition formulae and their derivations. First we recall some facts

about actions of a finite group G on a surface S (cf. [H, T]). The space T = S/G is a

surface T of genus t, and w: 5 -> T is branched over g,,..., Q, e T with

branching orders nlt...,«,. Call (t: n1;..., nt) the branching data of G (write

(/?!,...,«,) if t = 0). The Riemann-Hurwitz formula [FK, p. 243] gives

(1) (2a-2)/|G|=2T-2+f(l-l/n,).
7=1
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We denote the right-hand side by k. There are elements av...,aT,  bv...,bT,

cx,... ,c„ generating G, such that

(2) n[«„*,]ric,-i,,-i     j-i
and

(3) o(Cl) = n,.

If P e S is a point fixed by g £ G, then the induced map of tangent spaces dg'1:

TP(S) -* TP(S) is multiplication by an o(g)th root of unity, denoted by e(P, g). It

is easy to show that we may pick the c, and P, e 7r_1(<2,) such that GP =

{geG|g/>,. = i>,.} = <c,.>and

(4) e(P„c,) = exp(277v/=r//J,).

Let U„ c S1 be the group of nth roots of unity and let (pk: Sl -> S1 be the

character z -* zk, k e Z. Let c,,...,c, be as defined above and let v{: (c,> -» £/„

be the isomorphism defined by c, -» exp(2w\Z^T//j;). Let Xo> • • •. Xi be the irreduci-

ble characters of G with Xo = principal character. Each xy defines a character of

Un  by means of the isomorphism vt. Define mf(x7), 0 < k < n; - l,by

n,-l

(5) x,|£4,= E ™f(x,)<pjt4,
fc-0

and define mk(xj) for all A: e Z by periodicity: wf(xy) = mk + "'(xj)- Let ch^^

be the character of the representation of G on Jfq(S), and write

ch^(S) = M°Xo + ••• +MU/-

Define the Poincare series Pv (z) by

00

^(*) = E ̂ *-

We have the following propositions.

Proposition 1. Let G be a group of conformal automorphisms of a Riemann surface

S of genus > 2 and let all notation be as above. Then:

(i) PXo(z) =l+z + zRJz),

(ii) P%  = zRx(z), j * 0, where

(iii)

(1-t)x,(1)       kX>(1) 'l    eo{j) + e]{j)z+...+eri{j)z»,-i

X'~ 1-* (l-z)2     ,tl», 1-^"'

<0)-   E*-«l+'+*(Xy)-
/< = 0
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Proposition 2. Let G be a finite group of homeomorphisms of a Riemann surface S,

cnH(S) tne character of the homology representation, and other notation as above.

Then the multiplicity of Xj in chHi(S), (xy, ch„i(S)>, is given by

(i)<Xo,chHi(S)> =2t,

(ii)

(X,,chWi(S)) = (2t - 2 + Ox,(l) - E m?(Xy).        J * 0.
i = i

Let p be the regular representation of G and p, the permutation character determined by

G acting on the coset space G/^j). Then (i) and (iii) may be rewritten:

(iii)
i

ch//l(5) = 2x0 +(2t - 2 + Op - E Pi-

Before proving Propositions 1-2 we recall the Eichler Trace Formula and the

Lefschetz Fixed Point Formula. Let tj: G -» Z be the class function on G obtained

by setting 17(g) equal to the negative of the Euler characteristic of the fixed point

subset S8 of g, i.e.

7,(1) = 2a-2,       ~(g) = -|5*|,    g+\.

By the Lefschetz Fixed Point Formula,

(6) ch„i(S)(g) = 2 + T,(g),       g^G.

Define Xq: G -* C, q S* 0, as follows:

A0(g) = l,       geG,

\,(1) = (a - l)(2q - 1),        ,>1,

where the last sum is zero if Sg is empty. The Riemann-Roch Theorem and the

Eichler Trace Formula state that the characters chj^,(S) are given by

chjr,(S)(g) = l+\<?(g).

For proofs of (6)-(7) see [FK]. Observe [FK] that y(g) = 2 Re X^g).

Write

,.-0+...+-«,      x,-x°,+ .--+v,,

where

r,°(l) = 2a-2,       T,°(g) = 0,    g*l,

tj'(1) = 0,    r,'(g) = -|5«n7r-1(e,)|,        />0,

X°(l) = (a - l)(2q - 1),    X°(g) = 0,       g ¥> 1, q > 1,

X'f(D-0,    X',(g) = E /'i^V        '>0,«>1.
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For 1 + g g G, Sg n 7T_1(Q,) ¥= 0 if and only if the conjugacy class of g, Cl(g),

meets (c(>. Asume g e (c,), then since GP is cyclic, Sg n 77_1((2,) is in 1-1

correspondence with NG((g))/(ci) by h -» « • P,.. Furthermore, Nc((g»/Cent(g)

is in 1-1 correspondence wih Cl(g) n (c,) by « -> wg/T1. From (4) and the defini-

tion of j>„ e(P,, g) = c,(g), g G (c,>. It easily follows for / > 0 that

(8) ».(,)-J=s-n.   £   w.
"< A6CK,)n<c,> ! " "/(*)

Since X'  is a class function, this holds for all 1 i= g G G. Similarly, for 1 + g G G,

(9) V(g) = -|Ce"t(g)l|Cl(g)n(c,)|.
i

We now give proofs of the decompositions, first Proposition 2. Let 1 = g0,..., g,

be a set of representatives of conjugacy classes of G. For j = 0,1,..., /:

(n,x,)« E (*>'', x,)= L^ EV(g)x/g)
i=0 1=0 |G|  geC

do) - E E 5^%>
,-oa-o   |Cent(gJ|

= ̂ (D-^    E    x7il>
l"l 1 = 1     ' l*ge(c,)

from (9) above. By the Riemann-Hurwitz Formula (1), (10) may be rewritten as

(2t - 2 + 0Xy(l) - E 7"    E    X,(g) = (2T-2 + r)x,(l)-Em°(x7).
i-l"'*e<c,) i = l

Since chH(S) = 2x0 + ''J* (0 anc> (h) of Proposition 2 follow immediately; (iii)

follows from (i)-(ii) and Frobenius reciprocity.

Let Rg{z) = E^>_1X?(g)z?"1. To prove Proposition 1 it suffices by (7) to prove

(11) *x>) = -^7 E*«(*)x/*)-
|G|  gee

Using (8) and arguing as above, the right-hand side of (11) equals

(12)

,= 1            |G|                                            ,-=i a=\ l*ge(Cl) n' X ~ vi\8)

= KXy(l)(l - *)   -j-

+ i"L^   E   ^xy(«)*r(i - *)""■
, = 1  r=0     ' l#uet/„
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We calculate

E     TTTX(w) = lim     E     i - vM*(")

'     00 00 \

= lim    £    E  «'+'x(«)**- Ex(l)x'
x_>1 \? = 0 u6(7„ ? = 0 /

*-i\   1 -x-     1-xJ'

where L,(x) = a0 + axx + • • • -fa,,.,*"-1 and ak = (l/n)Y.uelJwk+sx(<»>). The

limit is easily calculated by l'Hopital's rule and equals (n - l)x(l)/2 - L's(l).

Setting n = «,-, * = r + 1, x = Xy tnen flyt = w/ + /c+r(x>) and (H) now follows

easily from (12) and the definition of Rx .

3. Application. If t = 0, then G is generated by c,,...,ct with cx • c2 • • • c, = 1,

and from (ii) of Proposition 2 it follows that for a nonprincipal character x7

(13) (t-2)Xj(l)>im%Xj).
i = i

This is a reformulation of the inequality that L. L. Scott obtains in [S] by purely

group theoretic means for arbitrary characteristic. The G-module he constructs on p.

475 of [S] may be identified with H^S). The inequality (13) may sometimes be used

as a "Brauer trick" to show that a given group cannot occur as the automorphism

group of a surface of given genus.

As an example of this let us verify that the Mathieu group M24 is not a Hurwitz

group. The group G is a Hurwitz group if it occurs as the automorphism group of a

surface S of genus a with \G\ = 84(a — 1), Hurwitz' upper bound for the order of

an automorphism group. If G acts on S as above then the branching data is (2,3,7)

and G has a generating (2,3,7)-vector (c,, c2,c3). In Table 1 we have copied a

portion of the character table of M24 [Fr, p. 346], giving, for selected characters, the

character values of all elements of order 1,2,3, or 7. The classes are given in cycle

notation, M24 being realized as a permutation group of degree 24.

Table 1

l24     1828     212     1636     38 1373+ 137_3

Xi      45      -3        5       0        3     (-1 + f^f)/2   (-1 - f^T)/2

X2   252      28      12       9       0 0 0

For c, chosen from the classes in Table 1 all the nonidentity elements of (c,) are

conjugate in Af24 except for (c3), where half lie in 137+ and the other half lie in 137_3.

Since k = 1/42, we obtain from (10), for any nonprincipal character x of M24,

^(X(l) - 21X(q) - 28X(c2) - 36ReX(c3)) = (u, x) > 0,

or

X(l) > 21X(c1) + 28X(c2) + 36ReX(c3).
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(This is equivalent to (13) but slightly more convenient.) There is no possible choice

of c,, c2, c3 for which this inequality holds for both the characters Xi, X2 above. It

is interesting to note that for cx g 212, c2 g 38, c3 g 137+, or 137_3, X2 and its

conjugate X2 are me on^y irreducible characters for which (13) fails, and that the

standard Brauer trick [I, p. 70] applied to any pair of (c,), (c2>, or (c3) fails.
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